
Three Bridges Circular via Lingfield OS maps 

134, 135, 146

Distance 

(miles)

Time 

(h:m:s)

Leave Three Bridges Station, turn RIGHT and go under bridge, then RIGHT again into 

Station Hill. 0 00:00:00

Go up Station Hill, ignore first footpath on left, then take second footpath, which is the 

Worth Way (but signposted National Cycle Route 21). 0.3

Continue until you get to the end of the railway path and signs direct you up to the right. 1

Follow signs for route 21 – LEFT at top of ramp and RIGHT  into road. Note plaques here 

about Maidenbower and Pound Hill. 1.2

Take third LEFT, following sign for NCR 21 (Church Road). Here you may wish to look at 

WORTH CHURCH. 1.5 00:12:00

Continue along the Worth Way (it forks LEFT from Church Road towards the end), cross the 

motorway and continue until you reach the road.Here you are directed LEFT along the 

pavement and then across the road, to regain the old railway route. 2.5

At the next road, cross over and note the extant station building from the former ROWFANT 

station. There is a noticeboard about it here. 3.2 00:28:00

Continue along the Worth Way until you once again leave the railway path at CRAWLEY 

DOWN. 4.5

Follow the “NCR 21” signs through Crawley Down until you re-join the Worth Way at 

Crawley Down Pond. (Noticeboard here) 5.3 00:51:00

Continue all the way to EAST GRINSTEAD. 7.5 01:10:00

Take the Grosvenor Rd on the LEFT (before the railway bridge) and turn LEFT at the end. 

Go over the bridge; as you do, look down – this bridge passes over the old ST 

MARGARETS LOOP railway line which used to connect the high level (east-west) and low 

level (north-south) stations. It has been disused for 40 years, and is a valuable wildlife 

corridor, but has also become a dumping ground for supermarket trolleys etc, and now the 

local council has launched a competition for ways of “improving” it.

After the bridge, take the footpath on the RIGHT (take care – “No Cycling” sign), this comes 

out into a road, keep to the RIGHT (Newlands Crescent) and then go through another short 

section of footpath before emerging onto the A22. Cross by the crossing, go RIGHT along 

the far footpath, then first LEFT into Lingfield Road. 8 01:18:00

Continue along Lingfield Road; ignore two turnings on the right and you will come to 

Lingfield. At roundabout (with war memorial), turn RIGHT. 11.3 01:35:00

We take the Worth Way from Three Bridges to East Grinstead, then north to Lingfield. Following lunch at the 

Star at Lingfield, we may visit the 14
th

 century St Peter & Paul’s Church; then to Crowhurst (Surrey) and the 

Bentley Mile, a straight tree-lined avenue (actually only half a mile long) which originally led to Ardenrun, the 

country estate of 'Babe' Wolf Barnato, a famous and extremely rich 1920s socialite who was also a works 

Bentley driver and winner of many sportscar and Le Mans races. Ardenrun was razed  to the ground overnight 

by fire, following a “magnificent party”. After skirting round Blindley Heath we make for Smallfield, then pick up 

Route 21 near Horley and follow it, through the Riverside Garden Park, to Gatwick (with a possible tea stop in 

Horley en route). We continue along NCN21, passing the Beehive, the airport’s original 1936 terminal building, 

now used as offices, and through industrial and residential suburbs to Three Bridges, noting what must be the 

biggest concentration anywhere of roads named after famous scientists and engineers. Length:  27 miles. (23 

miles if returning from Gatwick). Terrain:  Mostly country lanes; three off-road sections, of which one (Worth 

Way) is Sustrans standard and the other two can be avoided if wet.



Go STRAIGHT ON at next junction (Old School Place), then turn LEFT (Church Rd, 

signpost to pub). You will find THE STAR on your right. (Lunch!) Timings assume a one 

hour stop. 11.6 01:40:00

Leave pub 02:40:00

From the pub, continue along the road; on the left you will see the 14
th

 century St Peter & St 

Paul Church, and some other interesting old buildings. 

Continue northwards, go STRAIGHT ON at the crossroads, LEFT at the next T junction 

(Crowhurst Rd); at the next T junction, continue along Crowhurst Rd by turning RIGHT then 

LEFT. 12.5 02:49:00

Once into the village, you will see a road joining from the right (Bowerland Lane); then 

shortly after that a footpath on the left. Take this footpath. It is fairly straight (but a bit 

bumpy) and eventually becomes a track, At “The Barn”, turn LEFT into a lane, which 

becomes the tree-lined “Bentley Mile”. 13.1

The lane emerges into a road; turn LEFT here.

At T junction, turn RIGHT and continue to Blindley Heath.

At the A22 turn LEFT (onto the footpath!) 14.9 03:18:00

Turn RIGHT at the next junction (Hare Lane). 15.4 03:22:00

At the next T junction turn RIGHT. (Brickhouse Lane) 16.5 03:31:00

Take next LEFT (Croydonbarn Lane) 16.8 03:33:00

Continue along this lane for nearly two miles, past Bones Lane, Church Road, Chithurst 

Lane and Wilmots Lane. Croydonbarn Lane becomes Smallfield Road.

Stop at Dowlands Lane. (Smallfield Place is near this junction, a few yard up Cogman’s 

Lane, which is opposite). This is where the original version of this ride turns LEFT. To 

follow that version, see “Alternative Return Route” below. 18.5 03:49:00

Normal Return Route

Continue along Smallfield Road (now called Plough Lane).

At crossroads go STRAIGHT ON into Wheelers Lane (or RIGHT if wet) 19.1 03:55:00

Turn LEFT at T junction, then RIGHT into Perrylands Lane. 19.5 03:58:00

Go under M23 and turn RIGHT into Peeks Brook Lane, which is a footpath here. 19.8 04:01:00

At end turn LEFT into Smallfield Road. 20.2 04:06:00

In Horley, cross Balcombe Road at the traffic lights. Now follow the NCN21 signs. At the 

railway, use the subway. On emerging from the subway turn LEFT into road and continue 

into the pedestrian precinct. 21.5 04:13:00

At Victoria Road there is a possible tea stop. Timings assume a half hour stop. 21.8 04:19:00

Leave café and turn LEFT into Victoria Road. 04:49:00

At the lights turn RIGHT, then LEFT, then RIGHT into Cheyne Walk. Turn LEFT at the 

roundabout and then RIGHT into Michael Crescent. Turn next LEFT then Right and enter 

the Riverside Garden Park. 22.5 04:56:00

Here you can go onto the “usual” path on the LEFT once over the bridge, or turn RIGHT and 

proceed nearly as far as the road, then start turning to the LEFT. This takes you round the 

right hand side of the lake and then rejoins the usual (NCN21) route. After leaving the park 

go under the first tunnel (A23 motorway spur) but NOT the second one (A23), which you 

would use to access the airport terminal. Route 21 continues on the left hand side of the A23, 

between it and the North Terminal transit building. 23.4 05:06:00

Follow the NCN21 signs from here, until you reach The Beehive and City Place. 

WARNING: After rejoining the road there is an NCN21 sign missing – it directs you across 

the road via a crossing, onto the right-hand cycle path. Follow this round to the RIGHT at the 

next roundabout into Fleming Way. Then cross Fleming Way at the NCN21 sign and turn 

into Newton Road.



At the end of Newton Road, turn RIGHT and go over the next road via the crossing (NB 

more signs missing here). Then follow NCN21 signs. (NB You will come to a roundabout 

near a large supermarket where the signing is confusing. Do NOT cross the road as the 

painted sign on the cycle path suggests; take the first exit at the roundabout and follow the 

road round, under a railway bridge and along a long straight road and RIGHT at the end, 

where you will see Three Bridges Station. 27.7 05:43:00

Alternative Return Route

Turn LEFT into Dowlands Lane.

At next junction turn RIGHT into Cross Lane. 19.6 03:55:00

At the end of Cross Lane, turn LEFT at the T junction, then RIGHT at next junction into 

Broadbridge Lane. 20 04:00:00

Turn LEFT at next junction into Church Road. 20.3 04:03:00

At the corner of this road, you will see a path continuing in the direction of the road. 

Continue past this path to see BURSTOW CHURCH (12
th

 C.) and JOHN FLAMSTEED 

HALL opposite it. Then retrace your steps to the path and turn into it.

At the end of the path, turn RIGHT into road, go past the pallets and turn LEFT, opposite the 

old mushroom farm. 21 04:11:00

At the end of this path you are in a road with a pub on the right (tea stop?). This is SHIPLEY 

BRIDGE. 21.7 04:18:00

Turn LEFT here and cross the B2037 carefully. Take the turning opposite, signposted to 

Copthorne. Follow this road until you reach a junction with another pub, the Prince Albert 

(alternative tea stop?). Go STRAIGHT ON here. Timings assume a 30 minute tea stop.
22.7 04:26:00

At roundabout, take 2
nd

 exit (A2220) and then first LEFT (Old Hollow). 23.5 05:00:00

At the end of this lane, there is a T junction with a track opposite. Take this track. 24.7 05:10:00

Half way along the track you will pass the route of the old railway; if you look to the left, 

you will see the old crossing keeper’s house where you crossed the road earlier. But here 

there is no sign of where the railway was – it’s all fields! However, look to the right; what 

might have appeared to be a tree is actually two big concrete supports holding a large pipe 

which must at one time have gone over the railway. The cutting must have been filled in.

Eventullly you rejoin the Worth Way; turn RIGHT onto it. 24.9 05:14:00

Retrace your steps to Three Bridges Station. 26.8 05:27:00


